SOCIÉTÉ NOUVELLE DOMAINE CAMPING LA CORONNE
Route du Pègue - 84600 Valréas

CAMPSITE REGULATIONS
1. Access
For admission, the GUEST must accept the following campsite regulations.
2. Identification
Every GUEST who stays on the campsite has to prove his identity. GUEST under 18 y.o must be in the
company of an adult and provided parental permission.
3. Facility
Caravan, tent, campervan, mobilhome and equipment must be installed at the designated pitch. In
case of electricity, the GUEST has to provide his/her proper European plug and additional plugs.
4. Sound and silence
Any sound has to be minimized so that it doesn’t bother other campers.
5. Dogs and animals
Dogs are allowed on the campsite. They must be constantly under surveillance, on a leash, vaccinated
and tattooed. Dogs are walked outside the campsite ad there is an obligation to clean up after them.
Dangerous dogs (fighting and defensive ones) are not allowed.
6. Visitors
Visitors are asked to present themselves at the reception. There is a supplement applicable. Visitors
that have access to the campsite are also held by the campsite rules and conditions.
7. Circulation and parking on the campsite
The speed on the campsite is limited to 10km/h. It is allowed to drive your vehicle between 08:00 and
23:00. Only vehicles of GUESTS are allowed on the campsite. Only one vehicle is included in the package
price. In case of an extra vehicle, please notify the campsite direction. There is a supplement applicable.
The vehicle has to be properly parked so that it not blocks or hinders other guests. Please minimize
the use of your vehicle regarding safety and pollution.
8. Proper use of the campsite
Every GUEST is asked to respect the campsite terrain, the buildings, services and vegetation. Used
water tanks can be emptied at designated places and please avoid washing your car on the campsite.
Drinking water is precious so please use it with care (dishes, washing, shower…). Flowers and
vegetation are planted for your pleasure so please leave them in good condition. Cutting branches
from trees or bushes is strictly forbidden and the use of lines between trees is not allowed. Costs that
have to be made by the campsite due to damage of the property, buildings, vegetation are being
charged. Pitches have to be left in proper condition and garbage has to be left in the designated
containers outside the campsite as well as glass, plastic, etc. Garbage that can’t be put in the containers
has to be taken to the communities dump by the guest him/herself.
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9. Safety
Fire: Open fire is not allowed. Only barbecues on gas or electricity are allowed when they are in good
workingcondition. - Security / watching: The CAMPSITE takes care of the surveillance of the campsite.
The GUESTS are responsible for their own belongings and notify the CAMPSITE in case of suspicion. Games: violent or noisy games are not allowed on the campsite and in the proximity of the communal
services in particular. The playgrounds that are situated on the campsite are to be treated with respect
and the children who play must be under the constant surveillance of their parents or adults. - Toilet
facilities: kids must be in the company of their parents and it is not allowed to play there. - Swimming
pool: kids must be in the company of their parents and to respect swimming pool regulations.
10. Abandoned materials
It is not allowed to leave behind any material on the campsite after your stay. Any exception has to
be authorised by the CAMPSITE. This same CAMPSITE cannot be held responsible for any material left
behind.
11. Infractions
Any GUEST who does not follow the campsite rules risks to be formally noticed by the direction. If his
or her behaviour occurs frequently, he or she risks to be excluded immediately.
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